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TIDBITS FROM NEHAMA'S KITCHEN 
ALTERNATIVE NATIONALISM IN 

DVORA BARON'S THE EXILES 

Orty Lubin 

In the Imaginings ofModemHebrew Renaissance writers, Zionist nation
almost always involves arrangements between men. Thus, in the 

ofDvora Baron, in which most of the central characters are women, the 
the Zionist national discourse of Palestine seems to be entirely blocked. 

seemingly have no place in the national story of an imagined political 
.1 A story ofZionist nationalism is one of male brotherhood, while the 

itselfis allegorized as a demure and faithful female figure, a daughter 

Women constitute national symbols; men constitute a national subject. 
are "thepeople," lithe.national spirit," and, most often, "the land." Thus, 

power, political voice, and historical agency rest in male hands. As 
Wittig sharply formulates it, "There are not two genders. There is only 

ferr;tale, since the 'male'is not a gender. The male is not the male but the 
[the universal].":;! As a result, women are not constituted~ as female 
subjects in the same way that men arei instead, women are subsidiary to 

natio;nal story as a "universal human being," who, in a phallocentric 
_. is~le.i: . 

• The force o.(Baron's domestic "tidbits" and .the large number of seem
i:niinor details she depicts have been a problem for those readers who insist 

perspective is the hegemonic nationalist one. To maintain this read
Th,:,"need a formulation orheading that would identify the "macronarrative" 

,. 1 

- work Critics, such as Dan Miron and Nurit Govrln, explain away 
focus on indiVidual lives and domestic details by arguing that she repre
. -concrete universal, or the individual character who represents universal 

critics' copious attempts to resolve the "problem" ofwriting about 
',and individuals are thus based on identifying the universal aspect ofher 

they-use to retruit her into the camp of national writing. By reading 
..a:~ anau~~r:who writes of the universal, the fixed, the cyclical, the myth
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ological, and the cosmic by way of "tidbits/' many critics feel more comfortable 
including her in Israel's national literature. 

ii. 
In The Exiles [ha-Golim], however, gendercannotbe expunged in favor of 

universalism. The main female protagonists in the novel are well off econon:rl"; , 
cally, especially when compared to the other characters, refugees who live 
camps, hungry exiles driven from place to place. One cannot make the tribwa
tions of thewomen in this novel an analogy to, ora metaphor for, the plight of 
oppressed poor in general. The book conta.ins no concrete distress that can 
translated into a critique of religion or of society. The Ext1es supplies criti~ 
a different tool for subordinating canonic Zionist national disco~: a 
conceit, largely created out of biblical references to previous eJ.Ciles and reUI;:J.ll.l;"'/' 
tions. Yet, unlike the biblical accounts, womenareat the centerofexilic discour~ 
in this novel. 

. Published in1970, The Exiles is a combination of the stories "ForThe 
Being" ("!.e'et 'Ata," 1943) and "Since Last Night" ("Me'Emesh," 1955). It tells 
stories of two families' exile from Tel Aviv to Alexandria during WorldWar I 
their subsequent return to Tel Aviv. Loosely organized around the domestic.anCl~ 
emotional life of a series of lithuanian-born women-Hannah Rabin and, 
daughter Naomi, Nehama Rothstein and her daughter Brakha, Ita Block 
Ronya Berman-the novel takes us from Palestine to Egypt ,and back 
during and just after the First World War. Nehama Rothstein's kitchen 
Hannah Rabin's sick-bed are the foci of this novel, as their daughters and 
daughters' suitors, their husbands and their husband's busin~ associates, ~ ... 
refugees, and their fellow exiles and neighbors, pass through these worn .....' 
homes and lives, telling their stories and building, from the wreckage of 
displacement, new lives. Hannah and Nehama, their families and their 
all originally from Europe, are exiled from Palestine during the ,First 
They are doubly displaced, first from their European homelands, then from 
chosen Palestinian homeland. The Exiles sets the Zionist nationalism that 
vated its protagonists' original immigration to Palestine against an increasiw?;\ 
diffuse notion of exile and homecoming. Exiles take place again and 
throughout the book-first from the European homeland, then from Palestine, 
the Land of IsraeL , ... 

The Exiles has thirty-seven chapters, but only thirteen open with 
speech of a man, and only nine have a man at their center. All ~e other chao 
not only begin with women, but also have women as their central subjects. 
some of the chapters that begin with a man speaking turn their attention 

____1_ _ ___ ..... ....: ....... " .... I .....~; ...n
r n 

;~erchant,MorrisLevy:'who"cametospendthehotsumm.erinAlexandria,"but 

sentence is followed immediately by: 

He made frequent visitS to Ita Bloch's room. Mrs. Rothstein was at first taken 
aback by his swarthy, frozen face, the face of an Egyptian, but when she heard 
him speak Yiddish, and even Hebrew when he set his mind to it, she was molli
fied and no longer took any notice when he arrived. 

That was not the case with Brakha. She sensed the clattef of his motorcycle when 
it was still far ofI.. .. 3 

The passage not only places a woman at the center of the action-she is 
~ reason the man comes to visit-but it also immediately cites Mrs. Rothstein's 

ofview and opposes it to thatofanother woman, Brakha. Thechapter aban
Morris Levy and instead addresses a matter no less dramatic than the Egyp

merchant's love life-Brakha's swing between her mother's perspective and 
'CUuesand those ofIta Bloch.This female triangle, Ita, Mrs. Rothstein, and Brakha, 

at the very beginning of the chapter and it relieves the man ofhis osten
central place in the plot and ofhis control of the narrative. The same is true 

'-Otcbapter fourteen, which opens with the dramatic moment when the ill Mena
Gott declares that he has ''been attached to the Jewish Brig~de." But this 

also, in that same sentence, shifts to Brakha's point of view and, in partie-
to the mmd of a young woman in love. The same happens at the beginning 

~tchat)ter sixteen, when 

the younger Green, who had been in Cairo fOf a few days, related upon his 
return that he did not see Ita Bloch there, because she was sick and bedrid
den...and a few days later he could already say unambiguously fuat she had 
died.4 

This dramatic moment. which centers on a woman, does not remain in 
....Lt::.J.I.ll:lll'S domainIt immediately shifts to Brakha'spoint ofview. Another exam

; tension between a male and female point of view can be found in chapter 
tv-four, which is devoted entirely to Menahem Gott. In fact, the chapter 

on Gott's transformation into a mother when he takes Ita's orphaned 
daughter, Yehudit (Dita), into his house.s Likewise, chapter twenty-seven, 

)1'ipcipally about the journalistic life of Hayyim Berman, is filtered through the 
ofviewofa girl, Naomi Rabin, even though sheactually does not playapart 
plot development of this chapter.6 The dramatic death of Ozer Abrams, 
Opens chapter thirty-two, is presented entirely from the point of view of 

girJ, Brakha, who attends the funeral? The most dramatic event in Hay
'Bennan's ,.ue, when he is about "to go overseas for a time at his party's 

(the opening of chapter thirty-four), is experienced entirely by Ronia, 
;will later become his wife. An especially smooth transition takes place in 
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c.hapter nineteen, which tells of the marriage of Brakha.Rothsteinand Natan Lev. 
It opens: 

In Nehama Rothstein's boarding house, even back during their time in Egypt; 
Natan Lev was considered a member of the family. But at the time and place that~ 
Meir Rothstein ate, and sang here, when his soul enwrappeditself around him, 
songs of Zion, or prayer melodies in any of the rooms, and on Saturday night,. 
which the proprietor sometimes spent in the city, he, at his wife's request, made, 
the end-of-Sabbath bleSSing on a cup of wine, putting on hi,s lJat for the pUrposei 
and pronounced the words plainly and nicely inhis clear voice, and upon seeing' 
how Brakha held the candles before him, her heart filled with feelings of suppli
cation and the pure prayer of a mother for the little gratification that she woulcl: 
like to be accorded. '; 

When she went shopping in the Alexandria markets, she sometimes purchaseel:' 
8 ' " 

There is a nearly imperceptible transition from the sentence's subject, Natan Lev; 
to Mrs. Rothstein, and via Brakha back to her mother, Mrs. Rothstein. The latter: 
dominates the rest of the chapter, diverting the chapter's discussion from mal~ 
action to female action and experience.,.., 

The impression made by the chapters' openings is thatmenact and stand 
at the center of dramatic events, while the shift to a woman{s point of view ism, 
effect a shift to the position of an observer, not that of a subject. As characters; 
women ostensibly play no active role but, rather, serve as mirrors that reflect,' 
through the prism of "small" experiences, the principal story and the drama~ 
which is male. This impression is reinforced when the reader becomes aware of 
the division oflabor between the novel' smenand women, bothin their daily lives 
and in their community roles. The women's lives are centered on the home, 
focused almost entirely on cooking, while the men are all active in the commu:: 
nity: they are journalists; they serve on the Exiles' Committeei: they are respon~ 
sible for raising money to feed the exiles; and they are responsible for ties with the: .' 
outside world-outside the home and outside the Egyptian exile. Here Bar~n . 
sharply erects two systems, placing them in opposition-the home versus· the ", 
construction of the national edifice. The novel's entire world, i,n the past and in ' 
the present, is organized along two opposing axes: exile and "home.~' But ~ 
"home" itself is divided in two: the private "home" and the national "homeJ" 
And even as the two are situated as polar opposites, the national home is anal~' 
gous to the private home. " ' 

This binary formulation finds its sharpest expression in chapter thirty-" 
six, in which Hannah Rabin tries to dissuade Ronia from ''building a home" with 
Hayyim Berman. Hannah, who knows what life with a public functionary is,: 
describes to Ronia how "you'll sit in the wasteland of your room <md turn the; 
pages of some book, while he, the man, is at that very moment sitting in some 

;:Alternatlve Nationalism 

£jnstitution at some meeting, unconnected and far off.'t<) She orally depicts a life of 
leliness, the exclusive responsibility Ronia will bear, the services she will be 

~(Z01:npelled to provide for her husband's partners. She sums up her description of 
,future husband (and of her own) with both a defensive and a condem
statement: 

The truth is that he isn't sitting somewhere reveling, but in a meeting of 
comrades who seek, with what little power they have, to lay a foundation for a 

. structure that ,will perhaps, in time, become very large, but for a man like him, 
what is ~'home" and family? Let him sit in the attic like a bachelor and eat his 
meals in a restaw;-ant.IO 

Baron sets up an opposition between the two actions, masculine and 
:t""""'n'n",; they are two poles with noJink between them. Only in the final chapter 
,~U~,I:Sj:lt: construct an ~ogy between the national and the private "homes." In 

so, she accedes to the ,hegemonic axis of the representation of nationalism: 
':'J;ep~tation of the private home as an analogy to the national home. She also 

this analogy theJeminine act as no less important than the mascu
actofcOll$truction: IIAnd he will be builtup, thispoor mail, he willbe built,',n 
Rothstein says to herself about Menahem, when it looks as if Lulu, a local 

i,Seamstress, has found a way into his heart and that another family will be estab
in ,the New Neighborhood. "'Construction, construction/ that's what was 

most, important for her, whetJ:u;~r it was the construction of a house, or ar.:range
, of a person's life, which, for som,e reason, had been destroyed one day."ll 

when she prepares the wedding celebration, she dreams of IIdirecting, in the 
the,labor over several huge pots in which dishes made of the bestin the land 

copked" for those who in the meantime rest at the boarding house "until they 
';.Jl~ushbuilding the ~partmenthouses in the north, whichare going up quickly."B 

T1:le privatehome is what awaits those who come from the enterprise of 
'natlollal construction, and the "national construction" of the entire book is n0w 
,,~~ged for the private home. Here, the national home collapses into the 
private home. The real activity in the novel is the women's. After all, they are the 
ones who facilitate and maintain human life (principally, as noted, through food, 
which is also aform of medicine). Moreover, those who build the national home, 
i.e." the men, play passive roles. The women continuously act, move, and create, 
erecting one home after another-both in Alexandria and Jaffa. The men, in 
contrast, build the "national hoine," buthave no control overwhat they are build
ing, and can do nothing but count how many exiles arrived, how many babies 
were born, how many people have left. They can record and give names. This is 
.thesumtotalof the Exiles' Committee's activities. The newspapers report on what 
already exists or onwhat happened without their involvement. 

http:restaw;-ant.IO
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The story's presentation of the dramatic promulgation of the Balfour 
Declaration is a moment inwhich the Land of Israel is given to the people ofIsrael 
by others. TheJews only hear about it, though, ofcourse, they are excited and feel. 
they are involved. But they are, in fact, passive listeners to testimonies from: else
where about the state of their nation. Theyarealso passive when they do no more· 
than wait for the ships of immigrants to arrive, without having any ability to 
influence their arrival. In fact, the person who sees the ships when they arrive "in 
an early morning hour" is Nehama Rothstein, who "rises early," just as she is the 
first person to see Palestine when they return.14 In this way she reverses the, 
woman's fixed position as the object of observation and becomes an observing. 
subject. The universalism contained within the' Balfour Declaration is experi- . 
enced by the male world as a promise of national independence, freedom, and> 
sovereignty, possessed by all othernations. But it remainsmere rhetoric, the 
oric of a "conquering army, marching forward with the assurance of victors," as 
Hayyim Berman imagines the construction in the New Neighborhood.1S 

when the Exiles' Committee goes to check out the refugee camp (chapter twelve),,'. 
it discovers there a community of women, run by women, busY' mainly in the\' 
home, not in "construction"-nourishment and chlldbiri:h, rather than the 
cess of enwnerating. 

Female activity, the material manifestation of which is cooking, met~h,:.· 
phorically dominates the narrative. The tourist group in the first chapter is '~g""""",,; 
ing itselfon the East";16 Hayyim Berman collects material for his newspaper 
a bee gathering juice from plants"F little Dita believes that the sea is 
because "someone lit a huge kerosene lamp under it";18 the unemployed Men",;.' 
hem Gott «dribbles away like warmed ice cream";l9 and the Bible is compared 
a cake with or without raisins.20 Cooking and food are an axis along which 
alternative narrative time is organized. The time at which an event occurs is 
denoted with a date and the process by which the event unfolds is notindicate<;li>' 
by a changing landscape. The exile is paced outon a temporal axis made up of 
times at which meals are prepared and eaten: 

The frying of the patties had just been completed in Mrs. Rothstein's Kltcne,n; 

and the small woman stood next to the stove preparing a fresh compote, and:. 
here her husband came in from outside withnews to relate, a Turkish po1iceman.~ 
with a crop trailing behind him .. .it was evident that the people had been 
in the middle of a meal.21 

InTel Aviv, one of the "newpeople" testifies, "they '~ook' myfatherfrQ~, 
the table at lunchtime. He'd only picked up his spoon and they came and . 
him."22 The entire story of the witness's tribulations and reactions are arrange<;l,: 
around food. Ukewise, the solution fpund for him (as for other· exiles, and 
difficult memories and moods) is in the form of food. And while in the large. 

Alternative Nationalism 

ngures and metaphors-the analogy between the Bible and the present, between 
,~the,yarious exiles throughouthistory-timeprogresses sequentially, according to 

logical cyclical order, progress along the food temporal axis is broken, without 
'. chronological logic, organized according to the arbitrariness of the incident 
. (which is external to the exiles) or according to personal (feminine) intuition. A 
l'E!pqrt of the_harsh conditions of the exile makes the listeners more and more 

idismayed, until Mrs. Rothstein decides: "Now is the right time to serve what has 
prepiifed for you,'J23 and Shmuel Rabin, after "two or three gulps... again 
up the sheet ofpaper, but this time the things he read from it were ofa differ

sort."24 Now he switches to talking about the community's support of the 
~xiles, "how they fed. them and gave them drink and provided all their .needs. 
Th~y opened the ovens....and took out the stewpots for them....,,25 Food actually 

.' a turning pointin the concreteevent itself, and by implication, in the larger 
lP-w.ud.al moment. The tea that the woman serves, at a moment that seems right to 

turns the time from one ofdispersal and crisis to one of unity and consoli
elation (which is also, just like the crisis, marked by food). When Natan Lev 

"sought some verse, or proverb, that would cast a bit of light on what is 
done around here"-that is, to find a description from Jewish national 

ih;istoiyordeportationandexile--hedoes not find solace inthe written hegemonic 
·~~tional traditlon, whether linear orcyclical. Instead, "Mrs. Rothstein served him 

of lemon juice and water in a glass, and he drank and took heart."26 
'. But food is not only a restorative. It also marks the other temporal axis, 
alternative' to thelinearity ofthe hegemonic history. In Baron's work, even if 

the'hegemonic national story~ notentirely expunged,rieither can itexpunge the 
story, the story of the body and food. In this way Baron maintains, by way 

:the tWo alteI'l¥tivenarrative sequences, a subversive text. It presents two 
\otitions~the hegemonic option, both on the level of the story (a closed and linear 

is~quential story) and on the level of meaning (the story of the constituting of 
::ll,lodemZiornstnationalism as a canoni<:= narrative). And it presents the story that 
~ubverts, or·at least challenges, the exclusive authorityof the hegemony: a broken 
;iwrrative andalternative meaning, a different national story, in which the woman 

constitute herself as a female Zionist national subject. 
Still, The 'Exiles 'does not completely break a hegemonic narrative and 

:thematic framework. On the contrary, it has sufficient elements to enable readers 
-identify a sequential and unified narrative with a traditional national meaning. 

can thus be included in the canon and receive the-critical establishment's 
'. 

:1'Pl"ngnition.; yet shecanalso maintain herproprietaryclaim to constituting herself 
fem8le national subject Baron's story'of how the female national subject is 

~.con.stituted is notpresented inopposition to the hegemonic story. Itexistswith the 
7cnowled~e of the hegemonic story but without internalizing, confronting, or 

http:lP-w.ud.al
http:raisins.20
http:Neighborhood.1S
http:return.14
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opposing it. InJameson'sterms, the modernist act represents the experience, not, 
ofloss,but of repression, where the thing thathas been repressed (in Baron's 
male Zionist hegemony) continues to actomnipotently:.27 

In "WhatHas Been," DvoraBaron depicts the feminine historical story 
something that has not yet been presented: 

I thus see myself as a kind of negative glass, all that remains after the 
graphed object has been lost. Am I notbound-so as to make a remetnbrance 
them-to inscribe my impressions on paper~ 
The object that once existed was photographed, imprinted on a negative: 

photographic plate, and lost. What remains is not a photographic image that 
recreates the lost object, but only the negative. The plate, 'the picture itself, is now" 
the original. The object is gone, but it remains, not as a photograph ofwhat once' 
was but as a representation of what has not 'yet been given representation 
imprinted on the plate but not yet as a photograph. The woman is now the 
inal and she is the representative of what has not yet been presented. 

iii. 
Women in The Exiles orally recreate the worlds of the past an4 of the 

present-both withmouths that eat and mouths that speak. These female ci1#.: 
acters recreate the past through their cooking and storytelling; through gosSip 
and matchmaking they concoct the future. Their Zionist national story is an oral 
story, yet it is a story thatbears the authoritative status ofbeing a singular, lirieax: 
"truth." The stories that the exiled neighbors tell oneanother in Baron;sno~el ar~. 
arranged not in a causal linear sequence,'but rather like a woven fabric,a..s' 
suggested by Elaine Showalter.29 These stories, communicated by refugees ani 
immigrants to Nehama Rothstein in her kitchen, and to Shnl.u~l Rabin beside I " 
wife's sick-bed, are like a quilt, each square being a story or epi,sode, wit1'!
short units attached to one another by reappearing characters and advancing' 
lines. To counter the chaos of these seemingly unconnected storylines, Shni.lleL 
Rabin struggles to create a linear narrative out of them. He was 

asked to convey first of all the news received from the Exile, items thatwere 
scattered on individual scraps of paper. As he read, he put them together 
single, whole cloth.30 , 

Gazing at the New Neighborhood, Hayyim ~ attempts to 

a continuous, contiguous arrangement: "the entire enterprise here was 

new light, and those whose eyes are open can see where the two ends, the 

thenand thebeginning now, come together."31,In contrast, when Paige relates .... 

history of her town it is a fragmented, interrupted story, built out of local 
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, dations, a series ofUlittle" stories thathave no sequenceofcauses and effects. And 
Hannah Rabin and her friend meet and chat, 

It seemed as if they were walking ann-in-ann through their home town, street 
after street, lingering alongside one house and talking about it at length, then 
rapidly skipping, silently, to another.32 

The women's stories have no end. When the Italian neighbor relates her 
piography, she doesnotconcludeherfamily story.33The female voicein The Exiles 

S' prlm.arily audible as an absent voiCe, a broken voice. In fact, the speaking 
;voice-rich, vital, and immediate-replaces the written word and its authority. 

men constantly read books and newspapers, while the women read nothing. 
when Hannah Rabin teaches her daughter Naomi Bible stories, she does so 

textofthe Bible because the family, in its exile from Palestine to Egypt, 
to leave all its books behind,; 
" The passive men, whose major occupation is enumerating, are those who 

warehouse facts and organize them in IIa chronicle-list, which will in timeserve as 
building blocks for the historianand the epic poet, when they come to tell the 

Mi:.tnry of those days."34 When Hayyim Berman, the journalist, meets "the survi
of a sunken ship--bent·backed and weary people...[he is] faithful to the 

~,obiectivityhe is d18rged with observing ... he recorded only the number of the 
the names of their places of origin, and the path they took during their 

iournev:'15 In wandering the neighborhood, 

he recorded what he'd learned in his notebook. And at home, afterward, at his 
desk, he made the "separation": he too, for the news story in the paper, the 
numbers and facts, and the rest, things that had a smidgen ofemotion in them, or 
an element ofmental attitude, he set aside. At most he'd take from here occasion
ally a few lines for his letters to Rania Bern. ¥ 

facts go to the newspaper, the emotion to the woman. In moments of rest, the 
are nullifiedj 

He made a short stop. He put his notebook in his side pocket and gave himself 
over to a gaze o£entirely'aesthetic pleasure at his own home: 'The shimmering 
white ofthe laundryblowing on a line in the wind, the play of the sunbeams and 
the sea blue in the windowpane with the muslin curtain behind it, and those 
wonderful, primal plant stems that poked up out of the desolate land. 37 

Emotiqn and aesthetics are in the women's purview, but in exile the men 
!,1'epropelled into,the woman's place; they are forced to become passive observers 

to d~ent their lives orally. As exiles they can best be likened to the tradi
Jewish metaphor of the agunah, or the abandoned wife who is neither 

nor ~ed, has. no place in any particular man's home, and waits 
bated l?reath for some resolution to her situation. The men in Baron's novel, 
the metaphorical agunah in traditional Jewish literature, are in exile from 
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being independent subjects. Their talent for factual documentation integrates 
well into their passive, unproductive lives, and illuminates the act of 
tation as an unproductive act in any context, even when not in exile. But 
Lev cannot live his life orally, as he must do now that he has no books: 

Had he a g:ift for expressing himself, he would surely select [from among 
thoughts} all that was good and fitting, just as a builder does with the 
materials before him, and build, as it .were, a kind of building, that would 
pleasure to him and to others as well-and the atmosphere around him 
clear out and become more spacious as a result. But he was not given that 
Every idea, or feeJE:tg, that was born within him, remained naked, like a 
witho",:t a body .... 38 . 

And when he tutors his future wife, Brakha, the Rothstein',s daughter: 

Every verse of the Bible had for him a sp~al melody, matching the· ., .......j .."' .... 
spoken of, and more than he explained to her by commentary, she discerned 
me;rning in his voice, until, in time, she learned to listen to it alone.39 

With historical documentation impOSSible, only oral documentatiQ,rl 
remains, so the man is reduced to no more than a voice. He cannot erect his bui.I4;:, 
ing because his world is like a soul without a body. When NatanLev tries tor$t~; , 
history orally, he repeats the writing of history while placing himself, the . 
the center. But now, the thing that is in the center is a passive, weak, dependent 
exile who cannot hold the center. The center implodes; hegemonic history 
lapses under it, and what remains is the aptitude of the margins for creating 
alternative history. 

But for the women, whose entire national self..documentation is oral, 
history's story fills the air with "a rustle of movement and sights from far-off.' 
days,"40 a story-like narrative laden with detail, emotions, pictures that have ' 
their center survival and life devoted to preserving the home. National ev:eri.ts. 
suchas war appear briefly, and are shunted to the sidelines: "True, from time to: 
time the neighbors roused themselves and came to provokewar [on theJews], 
then a hero [a nameless one!-O. 1.] would deal them a heavy blow. and the land ' 
would be quiet."41 The facts are not different, the world continues to be male, but 
the narrative is different. It is a rich and vibrant story. 

Women's discourse appears againand again in The Exiles. Mrs. Rothstein 
and her elderly Italian neighbor chat "in their special language-the language 
troubles."42 It is this language that allows Ronia to be helped by "Hannah Rabin,:, 
who saw that she wanted to cry"43and cleared out a room for her. I:.ikewise, 
the mother of the deceased Ita, 

poured out her bitter talk ... generally only to 'Brlll<ha, since the others, for 
their sympathy, did not abstain from picking curiously over her woundS; 
whereas she, Brakha, only listened with silent understanding and an open 

" AltemlJtlve Nationalism 

with such benevolence that she seemed to hear in her an echo over everything 
she said.44 , 

The natioIUll story is builtoutof this private discourse-aprivate conver
apout neighboring families in the homeland, a private discourse about 

::mernories'about those who had been lost and those who had arrived.4S 

, Information is transferred among the women as part of an established 
~,Olalogue--as gossip ("She told Hannah Rabin ... everything she knew about that 

But it is also part of the constitution of an alternative causal system that 
only women can I7xplitin. When Ita Bloch dies, Brakha goes to Lulu the seamstress 

:($ecause only at her house-it was clear to her-could she know the things 
."47 And, indeed, Lulu, "like a good commentator, explained all that was 

ic,.indistinct and iricomprehensible-and it all became lucid and intelligible to 
The women in The Exiles pass on news of the world to one another and 

each other about the organization of the world relevant to them. They have 
need for mediation and instruction from men, as is typical in Western cultural 
resentations, in which the rational male guides and leads the woman, who is 

to decipher the world on her own. 

<, In The Exiles, Baron takes up the "tidbits" of daily life-food and gossip, 
,ili.e subject marked by way of the body, and not by way of an idea. 

Through the body, the experience ofexile, disconnected from the general 
~nationa1 narrative, which sees it as a stage on the way to redemption, can also 
stand on.itsown. It stands in opposition to Jaffa, described as a network of 

winding'alleys, in which the braying of donkeys reverberates like the sound of 
the shofar, sidewalks streWn,with banana peels, and the fierce gaze of the natives, 
who stand tall like the points of spits within the murkiness of the stores ... [and] 
at night the sprirlklers in the orange groves emitted their short, sharp yelps. The 
sea roiled below, menacing and so close that it seemed as if its waves lapped up 
against the walls as if they were a ship, and mosquitoes darted out from between 
the folds of the bedding and fell murderously on one's face.49 ' 

AItd in Alexandria,
';. 

Shocks of 1;Jeet-red bougainvilleas protruded from the curvaceous walls, birds 
hovered in the sunset rays as ifcast in gold, and sailboats floated as ifdrowsing 
there, beyond, on the sea, on the surface of the crimson water.50 

is serene. When Mrs. Rothstein walks around Alexandria before leaving, she 
it asa Garden, of Ederi.5~ But the si~ ~f exile is not only beautiful in appear
it is also nourishing-the, food is good. For those who frequent her house, 
Rothstein prepares "sumptuous meals, better than those in her boarding 

in the neighborhood on the sea [in Jaffa]," and 
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as in her Lithuanian home town, back then, she began to prepare, for Sabbath' 
meals, cakes with jam and stewed apple fillings, and kept hot in the oven "rolled" 
pastries, and huge potatoes, swimming in fat, and as an accompaniment, just for .. 
tasting, she also cooked that white, floury bean that evoked in the. Lithuania,ns 
memories of the Friday night celebrations of a boy's birth back in their villages.52 

Additionally, everything is cheaper in Alexandria: the bread rises hi~; th~: .' 
meat is juicier; the fowls grow plumper. Here, ill her ~ond exile, Mrs. Rothstein., 
can recreate the physical attributes of the first exile. She can link the two notby 
analogy (in which she, as a woman, is demoted to the level of an image), notb:r: .,. 
national universalization, and not in a way that will be subordinated to phaUp, 
centric values !?uch as logic, causality, and sequence, but rather in a way that ~ 
built on an alternative temporal axis-one measured by food. . 

The one thing that does not depend on food-the link to the homeland. ,,;. 
, also finds its remedy when additional exiles ai'rive from Palestine, creating 'a . 

community: "For Meir Rothstein it was now as if a thread between him and the 
Land of Israel that had been cut upon his exile had been tied together again, aner . 
was now resilient and stable."S3 The dimension of space loses its centrality in the 
national (territorial) discourse and makes way for an alternative centrality~t 
of the community, which maintains itself, as noted, not by the counting arid . 
endless numerical documentation of the Exiles' Committee, but rather ~to' 
nourishing food, matchmaking, and birth-by being a fundamentally female< 
community. Space loses its centrality in organizing the national narrative 
territory becomes secondary. The temporal axis based on this space is'the line 
stretched between exiles and redemptions, between "hutz la-aretz" (outside the 
Land) (the Exile) and in Palestine, the homeland, which loses its exclusivity 
even its centrality. Itbecomes a bodiless, passive super-organization that :m.cu<~::> 
way for an alternative organization of time. Womenare shunted into the margir\s 
of the national Zionist discourse; they cannot constitute themselves as autoJ;lo 
mous subjects in the hegemonic channel of this discourse, a channel 
"universal" (male), spiritual, and territorial. She must, therefore, constitute 
self on its margins, in a discourse that is pushed outside-the physical, 
discourse, not as an image of spirit and territory, but rather asself-suffici~n~ 
authority. The tum to the body is a tum to the place of femininity in the nrO';';'i~ 
zation of the female subject as a national female subject. Once the female 
placed as the national subject, the biological body links up to culture, an 
tive national story is created. In other words, alongside the alternative narrativ 
(broken, not closed, with a broken and illOgical temporal axis) and alongside . 
alternative organization of history (orally, as a story) a dimension of the constH 
tution of femininity integrates into that of the female national subject. 

- Translated by Haim Watzman 
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Orly 

THE RABBINICAL CO~ 
AS A SLAUGHTERHOI 

. DVORA BARON'S "BILL OF DIVORCEMEI 

Avraham Bala 

Formanvy~a~. readers of Hebrew literature knew ofDvora Baron r 
::t:llr,9ugh the forty-three :short stories included in the volume of her collI 

.P~rshiyo.t (raleS).l In 1988, NuritGovrinc911ected and published dOZE 
~lier stories printed over the. years in various periodicals.2 An e) 

. of. these early stories and comparison with her later work shows 
better-known stories were shaped, to a considerable extent, by pre: 

,~ literary establishment that prevailed in Palestine at the time. 
Shtforward style of Baron's earlier stories, which voice open protest ag 

~pects of t;raditional Jewish society,.stand in stark contrast to her 
N works that are characterized by great restraint and ingenious techni 
~e and ~imulation. . 

'Jl'ili; transition in style and subject treatment was not simply a refle 
~o~e matu.re, literary perception fffid evolved writing style. Lily F 
~~ the f~t fury expressed in Baron's early stories, and in her SlJ 

critical reviews that accompanied the publication of those· storie 

" . Thus, the secret diktat of the male literary establishment is a prohibition on 
nism.. which is fpr¢gn to the Jewish culture. By contrast, displays of aut! 
J~h compassion and lo:ving-kindness are encouraged. A £ema1e writer i 
mUted to feel pity for miserable wretches, because this helps bolster the iDli 

': the JewiSh woman as a compassionate, caring person, attuned to the sufferi 
:. soo.ety'svictims;butshe must not advocate equality for women. Baron ace • 
.:this diktat, and in her later fiction, she emphasizes the outrageous fortun. 

:,> afflicts men as well as women;but in those stories she does her best to unde 
...~ cruelty of men, who hurt women and victimize them.3 

..Indeed, Baron, who had to wait seventeen years (1910-1927) for a 
;P'J,1blishing ~ouse to publish her first book, had learned herlesson. VeT} 

stories express a feminist protest, and even those that do conce" 
1~~;behin4seven veils. The story "Bill of Divorcement" ("'Kritut," 194 
!SeI'ltative in this respect. On the one hand, a sensitive reader cannot mis 




